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“HATE CRIMES AFFECT EVERYONE”
A Non-Union Non-Broadcast Industrial Project

Production Company: Digital Out-Post Inc.
Executive Producing: Dane Wygal
Casting Director: CSA Samuel Warren Jr.
Samuel Warren & Associates I.C.S

Filming Dates are in San Diego, Ca, & will be
either on May 29 or 30, 2019. The filming will
be in the North County San Diego Area,
The Usage: This video is for state of California
law enforcement training on the topic of
Hate Crimes. It will be on the California Peace
Officer Standards and Training website.
Samples of previous similar work can be seen
at https://post.ca.gov/did-you-know-videoseries - Submit talent as instructed below;
You can also call anytime; (24/7) Cell: 619 823 2378
for further information or for Any Questions that
you may have regarding this project’s purpose or
airing!
Submission Instructions – Please Note: The Roles
listed should be submitted by Thursday: May 23,
2019. All Self-taped videos of the talent should be
as follows; (1.) Talent must Slating their name at
the beginning of the video before saying their lines
from the script, also the talent should say the
contact number on camera or their agent or
manager’s contact number if they are being
submitted by talent representation. Finally the
talent takes a pause and then says their lines to the
camera. Ending their self-tape by telling us that
they are available to work in San Diego as
indicated within the casting notice. (2.) Only Send
the Self tape as a video link and not as a video file,
thank you. (3.) Send a selfie or Head-shot too
along with a resume of the talent’s experience or
lack thereof. Submit All Video Links of the
talent’s self-tapes to the following emails: To
dane@dop.com & cc swarren07@live.com & also
cc the talent’s rep agent or manager if the talent is
being submitted by a representation, otherwise
also include the talent’s email in the submission!
Below & Included is the Script for the selftaping of the roles: (Role #7) DOWN
SYNDROME & (Role #3) JEWISH (MALE GENDER)
MAN – Included is the script that is to be used

in the self-tape by the auditioning talent –
Talent should only say their one line after reacting to someone off camera saying the line
just before their one line.

CASTING THE FOLLOW TALENT TYPE AS
LISTED BELOW; (Read Carefully & submit as
required to dane@dop.com & cc
swarren07@live.com & also cc the talent’s rep agent
or manager if the talent is being submitted by a
representation, otherwise also include the talent’s
email in the submit. Remember the deadline for
submission is by noon on Thursday; 5/23/19 & only
submit a video link (YouTube or Vimeo) and not as
a video file –

Rate: The Pay is for a half day ( 5 hours) at
$300.00. The Production company can cover
mileage, if coming from LA. The Production
Company will also cover an overnight stay at
the hotel where we get the state rate in
Carlsbad. If the talent is an out of towner the
production company can put the actor up for
one night before the day of the shoot. The
actor will be paid through the production
company’s payroll and the actor’s agency or
management will receive a 20% fee based on
top of the talent’s fee of $300.00 for the ½ day
of work in San Diego, Ca! No additional fees
will be paid or considered, thank you CSA
Casting Director Samuel Warren Jr. Call if you
have any questions 619 823 2378 /619 264 4135

Casting the following 2 Roles
(1.) Role #7 A Male TEENAGER or an

Adult WITH DOWN SYNDROME
(Legally 18 or could be as old as
30ish) (Preferably looking
younger) A person with Down
Syndrome or some other visually
recognizable developmental
disability. This individual must be
able to say simple sentences OnCamera with some direction.

(2.) Role #3 JEWISH, MALE, 50-ish!
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1. EXT. PARK. DAY
The premise here is the camera cuts back and forth between the officer and each of our represented victims
to illustrate how hate crimes can affect many other protected characteristics then what we may think.
Camera pushes in to see an officer and an African American male speaking to one another. It appears the
officer is taking a report from the man. Camera cuts to a CU shot of the OFFICER
OFFICER (1)
Can you tell me what happened?
AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE (2)
I was riding my bike when this couple who was driving by threw a bottle at me and yells out the window "this
park aint' for blackies!" Sent me over the handlebars.
OFFICER (1)
(Cut back to CU- Line) Did they say anything else?
JEWISH MAN (3)
Yeah, they said Hitler must have missed one.
OFFICER (1)
I see. Do you remember what happened next?
WHEELCHAIR WOMAN (4)
She was pulling my hair... and it hurt.
GUATEMALAN WOMAN (5)
After he took the money he said that it was his stupid immigrant tax.
LGBTQ PERSON (6)
She said "pick a side, bitch, it ain't that hard."

OFFICER (1)
Okay. Is there anything else you would like to tell me?
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DOWN SYNDROME (7)
I tried to get away, but they said "stop, retard, we're not done with you!"
OFFICER (1)
That's all I need. Sorry for what happened. I'll keep you posted on what we find out.
AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE (2)
Thanks, man.
OFFICER (1)
Need some help with the bike?
AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE (2)
Sure...
Camera pulls back to see the OFFICER helping the AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE with his bike. The image
blurs and we see a GFX
3. GFX
Did You Know:
Hate Hurts Everyone. Know what you can do to help those who hurt.
END
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